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The scholarship was set up in 1996 in memory of my late husand Kwung Ping Fu .   Sophia

Chen

was our president at that time.  The committee consisted of four  permanent selection members:

me as chair, and our family friends Alice Chang,  Martha Wang and Jean Fang.  Our current president each

year  is also our 5th member in case we have a tie in voting.

The purpose of this scholarship is to encourage young women to become interested in politics and  to

support and enhance their Taiwanese American identity.

In those early years, awards were given out to young women interning at CTIR (Center for Taiwan

International Relations) or FAPA (Formosan Association for Public Affairs) until both organizations terminated

their internship programs.  Then, through the introduction of Hilda Lin of  the Pacific Times, for a

couple of  years the awards were given to TACL (Taiwanese American Citizen League) summer  interns

volunteering in the state senate's office.  By then the fund had grown and we were able to expand to two

recipients per year: one young woman and one young  man for $750.00 each.

After some inspiring discussions with our last scholarship chair Yamei Lee  and CJ Wang of

FAPA, we have decided to bring this scholarship back to FAPA.  We feel that FAPA will uphold the

scholarship's aim of increasing Taiwanese American  identity, and will also keep us informed with reports on

the interns after completion of the internship-an important part of the scholarship process.  In addition,

FAPA's candidates are older with majors  in political science and international  law.  They will mostly be

coming to intern for a couple of weeks before heading to graduate school.  At our budget of $1,500 per year,

we will be able to award $500 to three interns per year (5/1/13 to 4/30/14).  FAPA provides housing for the

interns and a small living expense, so the $500 we give each of  the interns will definitely help them during

their time there.

In the beginning, this scholarship ran on its own as a special project of NATWA.  Because of the unique

operation and funding of this scholarship, our incoming president Mei Lu  has suggested that beginning

next year, the scholarship be defined as a special project to be run separately from the rest of our other

scholarship programs.

I am  really happy that we can bring this scholarship back to FAPA, and I look forward to discovering

new talent in the years to come alongside FAPA.

I am happy to answer any questions you may have on this transition or on the scholarship in general.
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